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NIRPOA RETIRED MEMBERS ILL HEALTH REVIEWS 

 

Haven Solicitors Ltd are recognised as one of the country’s leading experts with regards to 
assisting both serving and retired police officers through the ill health retirement and or 
injury on duty review process. 
 
Should you require the assistance of Haven Solicitors we have been able to agree a fixed fee 
basis upon which this can be done. 
 
Haven Solicitors ltd carry out the required assistance at a fixed fee at £1900.00 plus vat 
(£380.00) for the Police Federation, therefore they have agreed to undertake the work for 
NIRPOA members at the same fixed fee rate. Should the matter need to proceed to a full 
PMAB hearing Haven Solicitors Ltd charge a further £500.00 plus vat (£100.00) to prepare 
the submissions and represent the retired officer at the appeal hearing, however please note 
that this reduced fee for the PMAB only applies to those cases in which Haven Solicitors Ltd 
have already prepared a full advice, if Haven Solicitors ltd have not done that then the fixed 
fee of £1900.00 plus vat will be applied. 
 
However, as the process for retired members is slightly different to that of serving officers, 
Haven Solicitors & ourselves recognise that there may be a need for a triage system in which 
all the relevant issues can be identified prior to the lodging of a full appeal to PMAB, and 
therefore may negate requirement for a full legal advice and assistance, should a member 
wish Haven Solicitors ltd to carry out an initial review of the merits of a case Haven 
Solicitors Ltd  will charge £900.00 plus vat ( £180.00), however, if at a later stage a full 
advice is required Haven Solicitors Ltd have agreed to deduct the initial review costs of 
£900.00 plus vat (£180.00) from the fixed fee costs as referred to above. 
 
Therefore, the most a NIRPOA members will pay is £1900.00 plus vat (£380.00) plus the 
costs of a PMAB hearing should that be necessary. 
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